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Revolutionising the 
Website Creation industry 
entirely through AI



Business Model 

Target both niche’s of Web2 & 

Web3, creating a perfect synergy 

of added Revenue Shares which 

will directly benefit every $WEBAI 

Holder

Compete with leading Competitors 

such as Wix, Weebly & 

Wordpress through our audience 

targeting 

Expand our Website Creation activities 

through User Friendly diversification 

E.G our IOS/ Android App / Fiat 

Payment plans



$WEBAI Price & Market Cap

$14,000,000$14,000,000 $14.04 1500+ 0xc73abe8d7a0da644743fe2ad24f4e16bb7ed43f8



Tokenomics

Taxes: 
4/4

Total Supply: 
1 Million

Max Wallet: 
Removed

Initial Liquidity: 
2 ETH
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Market competitionMarket competition



Market potentialMarket potential



Our teamOur team



Website AI partners with Industry leading Web2 

institutions 

Website AI partners with Industry leading Web2 

institutions 



Redefining Website 
Development
Redefining Website 
Development

Building custom Website's have never been so easy! Create

and expand on 100+ Custom Templates built specifically for

each industry whether that be DeFi Projects, Tech Startup's,

E-Commerce, the list goes on.

Our Telegram Bot has a seamless UI, providing a step-by-

step process for you to chose the design of your website.

However, our AI powered bot not only builds a completely

custom template, but also integrates GPT for content

generation, slogans and page content so your time is

completely conserved.

Entirely through AI

Developing can be expensive, WebsiteAI ensures 0 financial spend

when building your dream website so you can save costs and

budget elsewhere. Aside from a fully developed website, it's also

important to have SEO implementation to maximise website/user

clicks. WebAI also provides a fully in-built SEO protocol based

around what your product is showcasing. {Learn more through

the premium features}
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WEBGPT is Website AI's brand new conversational AI tool which 
assists in the entire process of Website Creation. Use specific 
prompts to understand how to advance Websites, integrate 
images directly & receive feedback: E.G If the website is SEO 
friendly.

WEBGPT will also be the stepping stone into Website Creation 
being entirely AI generated within our next update. As more users 
use WEBGPT, the AI will learn from each interaction, making it 
more powerful for when we release AI generated Websites.

Examples of prompts with WEBGPT

/feedback <image>:
Description: "Upload a screenshot of your website with '/feedback' as 
the caption to receive expert AI analysis and practical design feedback. 
Ideal for enhancing the visual appeal and user experience of your site."

/ask <prompt>:
Description: "Have web development questions or need advice? 
Type '/ask' followed by your query to tap into our AI's vast knowledge 
on web design, coding, best practices, and more. Get insights and 
solutions in an instant!"

/image <prompt>:
Description: "Need a custom image for your website or project? 
Use '/image' followed by a descriptive prompt to harness AI-powered creativity. 
Whether it's a logo, banner, or illustration, receive a unique image tailored to 
your needs."

WEBGPT



Bot Statistics

Our Bot statistics helps us analyze our mass adoption 

strategies, and optimization levels within our bot, to 

ensure maximum efficiency and exposure is in ordeal. 

800+ Websites 
Created

10000+ Users

15+ Templates

WebAI Stats:
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Cutting-Edge Features

#1

AI Assistance

Our AI assists in generating content, 

write-ups, and descriptions tailored to 

your needs.

#2

Custom Images

Integrate your logos or let our AI 

design images based on your 

descriptions.

#3

Easy Hosting

Choose between our in-house hosting 

or integrate with your preferred 

platform.

#4

SEO Implementation

Optimize your website's visibility with 

our in-built SEO protocols.

#5

Full Source Code Access

Once your website is ready, download 

the full source code for customization.
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Revenue Sharing
Our brand new Token UtilityOur brand new Token Utility



Revenue Sharing

Our revenue sharing program isNOW ACTIVE!

To participate, simply verify your eligibility within the bot.

(Needing a minimum of 0.1% $WEBAI token holding)

For verified holders

How does it work?

We will charge users $10 per site they create, all

these funds will be collected into the

webairevenue.eth wallet, then each week on

Friday 100% of the funds from this wallet will be

distributed to all $WEBAI holders.

These holders must have their wallet verified

inside the bot or you won't be part of the

distribution.

A new menu has been added to show your

current earning stats and how much is in the

revenue wallet.
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Revenue Share Stats 

Total Verified Users: 100

Total Paid: 7.95 ETH
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Staking Dapp
#2 Token Utility#2 Token Utility



High APY Staking Dapp

Passively earn by staking your tokens within our brand new

Staking Dapp.

- Staking Fee: 0%

- Unstaking Fee: 2%

Earn 0.2% APY per day!

Total Staked Tokens: 422428.613043553 WEBAI

Total Value Locked: $5432431.96 USD

Total Staked Percentage: 42.24% of Total Supply
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WebsiteAI BOT is 
available now!
Access the the bot through our Telegram handle:

@WebsiteAIBot
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How It Works

Message the bot /start

Step 1

Choose your template

Step 2

Go through the steps to fill 

out placeholders
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Upload your custom images
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KYC
Assure DeFi KYC 

Our project has undergone an extensive KYC verification.

Flexibility Transparency

View Certificate
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https://github.com/Assure-DeFi/KYC-Certificates/blob/main/Website%20AI%20KYC%20Certificate.png
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Visit Our
Website
For more information on our token, please visit our 

website

www.websiteai.io
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support@websiteai.io

THANK YOU!

@websiteAI_ERCsupport@websiteai.io

THANK YOU!

@websiteAI_ERC
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